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Founded in 1853, Washington University is among the world’s leaders in teaching 
and research and draws students and faculty from all 50 states and more than 110 
countries. With nearly 14,000 students and more than 122,000 alumni (one-third of 
which live in the St. Louis area), the university is consistently ranked among the top 15 
universities in the country.

Washington University Student Media, Inc. is a financially and editorially independent 
media organization serving the Washington University community. Inside these pages 
you’ll learn more about the products we offer to reach the university community. First 
and foremost is our twice-weekly newspaper, Student Life, published since 1878. We 
also offer numerous magazines and our website, www.studlife.com.
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4,000+ 

THE MARKET

13,995
TOTAL ENROLLMENT

STUDENTS FROM ALL

50STATES
90% 
65% 

STUDENTS LIVING ON CAMPUS

$72 million
FROM 
OUTSIDE MISSOURI

FROM 500+ 
MILES AWAY

FACULTY MEMBERS
3,297

$893 million
ANNUAL UNIVERSITY PAYROLL

94% SHOP AT A 
GROCERY STORE 

IN A TYPICAL 
MONTH DURING 
THE SCHOOL YEAR

91% SHOP AT A LARGE 
RETAIL STORE

75% SHOP AT A 
DRUG STORE

65% SHOP AT AN APPAREL/
CLOTHING STORE
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ANNUAL STUDENT SPENDING 
IN THE ST. LOUIS REGION

SOURCES: 2003 RCGA Assessment, WUSTL Facts, 
2005 Readership Survey
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% HAVE READ 
STUDENT LIFE 
IN PRINT IN 
THE PAST 
WEEK

43
79

54 % OF 
UNDERGRADS 

WHO HAVE READ 
THE FOLLOWING 

IN THE PAST 
WEEK 7.1

79
41.1
18.6
17.1

READERSHIP

FACULTY/STAFF

GRADUATE STUDENTS

UNDERGRADS
STUDENT LIFE

RIVERFRONT TIMES

NEW YORK TIMES

ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH

USA TODAY

89% 
OF UNDERGRADUATES HAVE READ 
STUDENT LIFE IN THE PAST MONTH. 

NEARLY

75%
OF STUDENTS READ THE ADS!

Campus newspaper advertising is 
surpassed only by the internet for 
relevance among college students, 
however, the majority of students stil l 
prefer the print edition of the newspaper. 
Their time online is greatly fragmented.
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I never think to look at 
the newspaper online, 
but since I walk past 
the newsstands with the 
printed version every 
day, it is convenient to 
pick it up.

-studentSOURCES: 2009 Student Life Readership survey
2010 Alloy Media + Marketing College Explorer



DISTRIBUTION

Student Life is the primary print and online source for campus news. The 
century-old tradition is the original social network, published by students 
for students. With a circulation of 5,000, it is distributed free every 
Monday and Thursday morning to students and faculty at nearly 100 on 
and off campus locations.  Students consistently rank Student Life as 
their primary source of information about campus news, with almost 80% 
reading it at least once each week. Partnering with Student Life directly 
connects your business with the Washington University campus.
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STAND OUT!

Christina Romer, former 
chairwoman of  the Council of  
Economic Advisers, served as the 
keynote speaker at Washington 
University’s Livable Lives 
Initiative’s first public event. 
The Livable Lives Initiative is a 
University-wide program led by 
the Center for Social Development 
that seeks to explore the effects 
of  policy changes on Americans 
in low and middle class income 
brackets. 

Romer’s address highlighted 
the importance of  reducing unem-
ployment in the U.S.  She argued 
that the government needs to do 
more to boost economic recovery 
at a faster rate. The speech was 

followed by a panel discussion 
with four Washington University 
professors. 

Romer spent much of  2009 and 
2010 working on economic policy 
in Washington, advising President 
Obama and leading efforts in 
health care reform and financial 
recovery. 

Her most recently published 
works concern the effects of  tax 
structures on long-run economic 
growth, and she holds a research 
and teaching appointment at the 
University of  California, Berkeley. 

Student Life sat down with 
Romer to talk about tax structures, 
government spending and the eco-
nomic policy issues that will face 
our generation.
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the independent newspaper 
of Washington University in 
St. Louis since 1878

CONTACT BY POST 
ONE BROOKINGS DRIVE #1039
#313 DANFORTH UNIVERSITY CENTER
ST. LOUIS, MO 133113-4899

CONTACT BY EMAIL 
EDITOR@STUDLIFE.COM
NEWS@STUDLIFE.COM
CALENDAR@STUDLIFE.COM

CONTACT BY PHONE
NEWSROOM 314.935.5995 
ADVERTISING 314.935.6713 
FAX 314.935.5938

Court sets trial date 
for WU robber

Former economic aide 
to Obama stresses 
progressive taxation

Broken Clocktower to be  xed

Jeremiah McMillon, the 
man accused of  robbing two 
Washington University students 
last fall, will be put on trial in 
February 2012.

KSDK reported Tuesday that 
McMillon is being charged with 
10 felonies, including forcible 
rape, attempted rape and kid-
napping. He is also a potential 
suspect for a separate sexual 
assault, among other crimes.

McMillon was originally 
arrested in September for the 
sexual assault of  a University 
of  Missouri—St. Louis student. 
Since then, the University City 
Police Department has pressed 

additional charges for the armed 
robbery of  two Washington 
University students at the cor-
ner of  Big Bend and Lindell 
boulevards. 

Student Life reported last fall 
that McMillon had acquired a 
Washington University ID card 
after applying to be a University 
College student. While he had 
never actually enrolled in a 
class, the ID card allowed him 
access to Olin Library and class-
room buildings. 

McMillon was on probation 
for a 2007 burglary convic-
tion when this recent string of  
crimes took place.

Most broken clocks are only 
right twice a day.

After remaining stationary at 
1:55 for several weeks, each face of  
the South 40 Clocktower was fro-
zen at a different time on Tuesday.

The inner mechanics of  the 
Clocktower are currently being 
repaired. This is the first time the 
Clocktower has failed since it was 
erected in 2000.

Repairs on the Clocktower began 
almost a month ago when the clock 
did not transition to daylight saving 
time and Facilities tried to reset it 
manually. After operating for about 
a week, it stopped.

According to Bill Riley, direc-
tor of  maintenance operations, 
the entire inner movement of  the 
clock is currently being shipped to 
Cincinnati to be rebuilt.

“We called in the manufacturer’s 
representative from the company 
that made [the clock] and actu-
ally installed it, and their report 

was that a certain part—the reset 
‘pawl’—was worn. It would need 
to be replaced but because they 
are no longer manufacturing the 
internal movement with the same 
pieces, the whole movement of  the 
clock had to be sent back to the fac-
tory in Cincinnati, Ohio, and the 
movement will have to be rebuilt,” 

Riley said.
Most students have not missed 

the absent mechanism.
“I have not noticed it,” freshman 

Ian Kinstlinger said. “I never think 
to glance at the Clocktower on my 
way to class—I always look at my 

CHLOE ROSENBERG
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

KATE GAERTNER
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

MICHAEL TABB
NEWS EDITOR

Write to Chloe Rosenberg at 
CHLOE.ROSENBERG@STUDLIFE.COM

MATT MITGANG | STUDENT LIFE

Each of the Clocktower’s four faces are stuck at a different time, and have 
been for almost a month. Parts are being  shipped to Cincinnati to be fixed.

ThurtenE Carnival

ThurtenE honorary has 
decided to donate its proceeds 
from this weekend’s carnival to 
the Belle Center.

This charity assists children 
with developmental delays and 
disabilities, as well as their 
families. The center focuses 
on helping these children to be 
included in their home commu-
nities, according to its website.

“We picked the Belle Center 
this year because it benefits chil-
dren with disabilities through 
inclusion to normal life,” said 
Ryan Dawson, president of  

ThurtenE honorary. “Their main 
goal is to include children with 
disabilities into normal chil-
dren’s life, such as putting them 
in normal schools. They also 
teach parents and teachers how 
to help these children.”

According to Dawson, the 
honorary chooses to spon-
sor a charity based on how 
much it impacts the St. Louis 
community. 

The Belle Center runs 
three programs: the Outreach 
Therapy Program, Center-Based 
Preschool Program and Families 
as Partners Program. 

Washington University’s 
annual ThurtenE Carnival, the 

oldest and largest student-run 
carnival in the nation, will take 
place this weekend in front of  
Brookings Hall.

In addition to traditional fair-
ground rides, the carnival will 
feature performances, facades 
and food booths that fraternities 
and sororities have spent months 
working on.

According to ThurtenE’s 
website, more than 50 groups, 
hundreds of  students from 
Washington University and thou-
sands of  people from the greater 
St. Louis area will come together 
for the Carnival. 

chooses St. Louis children’s charity

SEE THURTENE, PAGE 2

SEE CLOCKTOWER, PAGE 2

WEI-YIN KO
NEWS EDITOR 

JOHN HERGENROEDER| STUDENT LIFE

Members of the Chi Omega sorority and Beta Theta Pi fraternity work on their facade for this year’s ThurtenE Carni-
val. ThurteneE junior honorary, the group behind the carnival, has picked the Belle Center as its charity.

Sexually assaulted an UMSL student
Arrested at his home

JULY
2010

Registered as a University College 
student and received a WU ID Card.

AUG 29, 
2010

Spent time at a Washington 
University fraternity

SEP 6, 
2010

Robbed two Washington University students 
at the corner of Lindell and Big Bend

SEP 6, 
2010

ORDER OF EVENTS

SEE ECONOMIC, PAGE 3
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FRONT PAGE BANNER AD
Premium ad placement on the very front 
page of newspaper.

but also has proven to have indirect benefits. 
In response to this research, many professors 
in the psychology department have begun 
including periodic quizzes at the end of class, a 
movement initiated by McDermott.

“For me, it seems to be a really good way to 
encourage students to keep up with the material 
and to be in class and ask questions if they 
don’t understand, in addition to the fact that 
taking the test itself helps to solidify memory,” 
McDermott said.

She began to employ this strategy in response 
to her findings regarding the phenomenon of  
test-potentiated learning.

“The idea is that when you take a test with 
stuff you have studied a little bit, taking that test 
gets you ready to get more [out of it] when you 
study it again in the future.”

 McDaniel points out that another benefit 
of testing is the promotion of transfer, or the 
ability to relate what one learns to other ideas 
within the topic.

“This retrieval [practice] isn’t just helping 
people learn a particular answer, it’s helping 
them learn more about the entire concept.” 

This research, says McDaniel, has shown 
that trying to recall information is also helpful 
in organizing the information in one’s mind. By 
quizzing themselves, students can gauge what 
information they understand well, and which 
areas may need more attention.

“To effectively study,” he said, “you need 
accurate ‘metamemory.’ You need to know 
what you don’t know.”

McDaniel also recommends relating the 

information one learns to other concepts, 
making it less arbitrary by forming mental 
associations.

“One way to really produce good memory 
is to find some way to meaningfully relate and 
understand the information,” he said. “We call 
that ‘elaborative interrogation,’ answering why 
certain things might be true.”

McDermott agrees that if students 
understand the material and it makes sense to 
them, they won’t have to try to remember the 
information—they just will.

“Work actively with it,” she said. “Ask 
questions. Take notes. Effort and understanding 
is really the key when trying to memorize.”

So why are all these students still studying 
in ineffective ways? One main reason is time 
constraint. Many students wait to study until 
only days before the test, and therefore don’t 
feel that they have enough time to study, quiz, 
repeat.

Another technique backed by all three 
University professors is to space out studying 
over a longer period of time. McDermott said 
spacing not only prevents the stress of last-
minute cramming, but it also gives students 
more time to consolidate what they have 
learned through self-quizzing.

“If you space out your studying, and quiz 
yourself throughout the semester, you’re going 
to be much better off than if you wait until the 
last minute,” she said.
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Shop 
Indie

From High Culture to Subculture

  location: Danforth University Center
    date: September 18, 2010

 time: 9:00 PM - 12:00 AM

Free sodas all night in Dains Dining Hall
Free rubber ducks (while supplies last)

 9 pm - 11 pm: Laser tag on mudd Field

9:30 pm - 10:30 pm: mcVicar the Trickster, magic in the Commons

9:30 pm - 11:30 pm: Smarty pants Trivia Tournament in the Fun Room

10:30 pm - 12:15 am: Encore performance of Toy story 3

10 pm - 12 am: Breakfast for a Buck

ScHedUle:

dUc in
DUC OUT

studies students more research opportunities in 
the biology fields.

The second new major option is 
environmental earth sciences. 

“It is very science-heavy, but it is very 
interdisciplinary,” said David Fike, assistant 
professor of earth and planetary sciences. “It 
also ties in a very organic way to some social 
science aspects.”

The environmental earth sciences major 
is more hard science-intensive than the old 
geoscience track of environmental studies. It 
affords more options in its basic requirements 
than does earth and planetary sciences. But 
students only have to complete one semester 
of physics and are not required to take 
Calculus III. More of an emphasis is placed on 
environmental ethics than on the hard science of  
the environment. Students can choose to focus 
their studies in one of three areas: climate and 
energy, human-altered environments and life in 
its environments.

The final major option, environmental social 
science, will be housed in the political science 
department. “Our focus is to try to think about 
a major that would allow you to study human 
interactions with the environment,” said William 
Lowry, associate professor of political science.

While the major will be in the political 
science department, it will also include classes 
from other departments, including anthropology 
and economics.

According to Lowry, the foundation courses 
for this track may be Earth and the Environment, 

Introduction to Environmental Biology, 
Introduction to Environmental Policy, Ethics 
and Environmental Policy and Culture and the 
Environment. There should also be research and 
other upper-level requirements. 

But the department has not yet finalized the 
new major so its requirements have not been 
offically established. 

“The meeting [Tuesday] was very positive,” 
Lowry said. “I’m excited that my colleagues in 
the political science department are being so 
thoughtful about considering this major.”

Students are also looking forward to the new 
major.

“I think it’s definitely a major that can 
prepare students to go into the world and 
make really tough 
policy decisions 
on environmental 
issues,” junior 
Arielle Klagsbrun 
said.

Lowry expects 
his department to 
finalize the new 
major by the end of  
the month.

Students should be allowed 
to declare the biology and earth sciences 
majors by October after the full College of  
Arts & Sciences faculty meeting votes on the 
approval of the majors.

While the three majors will be housed in 
different departments, the environmental 

studies program is 
working on a 

way to connect the three majors.
Suggestions to connect the majors include 

a seminar series and student and faculty 
gatherings.

Students are very pleased with the new major 
options.

“Before I was thinking about doing 
environmental studies in the University, but I 
saw all these courses that are very mixed so I 

didn’t know 

which to choose,” freshman Wantong Li said.
“I  think that student opinion was definitely 

taken into account and the process this summer 
was pretty transparent and open,” Klagsbrun 
said.

Senior Tristan Sopp, who coordinated the 
forums for students to familiarize themselves 
with the changes, likes the new options.

“I’m definitely really pleased with the new 
majors. My reaction is mostly that they greatly 
improved the focus on each of them,” Sopp 
said. “Before, with the different tracks, they were 
a little more open and you kind of made your 

own path through them, which is good and 
bad. Now with the new ones you’re able 

to focus on a more specific area and get 
the depth and rigor that wasn’t in the 

old ones.”
The panelists at the forum urge 

students to check the new major 
requirements online at: 

www.enst.wustl.edu.

EnvIrOnMEnt frOM pAgE 1

write to Lauren Olens at 
Lauren.OLens
@studLife.cOm

different universities function.”
The Israeli government did not sponsor 

the Technion program, as Nehorai and several 
colleagues set it up in a single week.

“Once they heard what I was trying to do, 
the people there were incredibly helpful. They 

were excited to have us visit,” he said. “And the 
feeling was mutual.”

ISrAEl frOM pAgE 1

LGBT advisory board, which is made up of  
faculty and staff, was also very helpful during 
that time.”  

Finally, in the summer of 2010, the 
University hired Michael Brown’s successor, 
Bonifield.

 “I wanted to continue my work as 
an advocate, but in a different context, 
 Bonifield said. “Working with college 
students specifically on issues related to 
sexuality and gender seemed to be a logical 
next step for me [after graduation].”

In 2006, Chancellor Mark Wrighton 
appointed a task force to investigate the 
possible help and resources that could be 
allocated to the LGBT community on 
campus. The position of coordinator for 
LGBT student involvement and leadership 
came about as the task force determined 
that more visible support was needed for the 
LGBT community on campus.  The position 
was created in May 2007 via a Student Union 
resolution.

With the new coordinator in place, 
LGBT is expected to continue pursuing its 
mission of creating programs and resources 
to support the recruitment and retention of a 
diverse student body with particular attention 
paid to the needs and concerns of the LGBT 
community.

“My predecessor, Michael Brown, 
laid the framework for the LGBT student 
involvement and leadership position,” 
Bonifield said. “I hope to continue his efforts 
and work with students and the LGBT 
advisory board to pursue new LGBT-related 
initiatives.”

Bonifield indicated that first and foremost, 
she hopes that students will continue to see 
the LGBT coordinator as a resource for 
them.

She plans to work on a graduate and 
undergraduate mentorship program, a 
special graduation ceremony, an initiative 
for alumni engagement and the annual 

Holobaugh Honors. She will also be acting 
as the advisor for various campus groups 
such as Pride Alliance, Safe Zones, Open 
and the Alternative Lifestyle Association.

“I think it’s important to make sure that 
students are involved in all levels of the 
decision-making process,” Bonifield said. “I 
look forward to responding to current issues 
and continue to improve the current structure 
of the position.”

So far, Bonifield has been working closely 
with student groups.

“We have contact with her on a weekly 
basis and [Saida] is extremely helpful with 
the planning of events to reach a larger 
audience,” said junior Adrienne Sands, the 
co-president of Pride Alliance. “She is very 
involved in helping us with the reorganization 
of our constitution. She is also very active in 
bringing the different LGBT student groups 
together.”

Bonifield received a Bachelor of Arts 
degree from the University of Kansas in 
Spanish literature in 2005. She spent three 
semesters abroad during college, including 
one year in Costa Rica and a semester in 
Spain. 

When she was not studying abroad, she 
volunteered at the local domestic violence 
shelter and helped to organize various related 
campus events like Take Back the Night, 
Domestic Violence Awareness Month and 
Sexual Assault Awareness Month.  

Upon graduation, Bonifield lived in San 
Francisco for a year working in the non-
profit field before returning to Kansas to 
work full time as an advocate for survivors 
of domestic violence and sexual assault. She 
continued this work before deciding to make 
a career change and pursue a master’s degree 
in higher education administration. 

lgbt frOM pAgE 1

write to Sadie Smeck at 
Sadie.Smeck@Studlife.com

write to Alice Kassinger at 
ALICE.KASSINGER@StudLIfE.Com

write to Sally wang at 
SALLY.wANG@StudLife.com
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UNIQUELY SHAPED AD
Think outside the box. Articles 
flow around the unique shaped ad, 
commanding the reader’s attention.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 22, 2010

ACROSS
1 Briquettes
6 Zip

10 Country music
pioneer Ernest

14 “As a result ...”
15 Country on the

tip of the Arabian
Peninsula

16 Spot in the ocean
17 Top banana
19 Depilatory brand
20 ’60s-’70s war

site, briefly
21 “Now it makes

sense!”
22 Cake finish
23 Unstable

situation,
metaphorically

26 Workplace
inspection org.

29 Comportment
30 Louise’s gal pal
33 Buzzing

swarmers
34 Performed
37 Huge mess
40 “Danny and the

Dinosaur” author
Hoff

41 Court
postponement

42 Ancient Greek
military power

43 Blood fluids
44 Veggies studied

by Mendel
45 Gregarious fun

lovers
52 Assumed name
53 Defensive spray
54 Marx’s “__

Kapital”
57 Thin curl of smoke
58 Valuable shore

property, and a
hint to what the
first words of 17-,
23-, 37- and 45-
Across have in
common

61 Third man
62 High-strung
63 Sacher treat
64 Goodyear product
65 Member’s

obligation
66 What matzo lacks

DOWN
1 “High Hopes”

lyricist Sammy
2 Top draft status
3 Father of 61-

Across

4 ’60s “trip” drug
5 Early gas

company based
in Cleveland

6 Districts
7 Roast host
8 Bleachers cry
9 John __ Lennon

10 Kid’s make-
believe phone

11 Carrier that
added “ways” to
its name in 1997

12 Duck hunter’s
cover

13 Cold-water
hazards

18 Its flagship sch.
is in Stillwater,
west of Tulsa

22 Freezes over
23 Oates’s musical

partner
24 Divine sign
25 Feudal domains
26 Gambling

parlors, briefly
27 One-horse

carriage
28 Had in one’s

hands
31 Strolls (along)
32 Performers’

union: Abbr.
33 Tarzan’s son
34 Awful

35 Letter after theta
36 Genetic info

carriers
38 “Misery” actor

James
39 Easy targets
43 Swingline fastener
45 Touch, cat-style
46 Accused’s excuse
47 Choir platform
48 Likeness
49 “Miracle on 34th

Street” setting

50 Rhine whine?
51 Sandy Koufax or

CC Sabathia
54 The first Mrs.

Copperfield
55 Insects on

farms
56 Editor’s “leave it

in”
58 B&B part
59 College URL

ending
60 Future fish

Monday’s Puzzle Solved
By Robert A. Doll

(c)2010 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

SOLUTION TO
MONDAY’S PUZZLE

Level: 
1 2
3 4

© 2010 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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HOW TO PLAY 
Spell the phrase in the grid above 
it, writing each unique letter only 
once. The correct solution will 
spell the complete phrase along a 
single continuous spelling path 
that moves horizontally vertically 
and diagonally. Fill the grid from 
square to square - revisiting letters as needed to 
complete the spelling path in order. Each letter 
will appear only once in the grid. 

9/20 SOLUTION

SPONSORED BY:

maniapuzzle
OMG!

Condential, affordable STD & HIV testing available 
at Planned Parenthood. Stop in today - 800.230.7526

OMG!

GYT!GYT!

for fans of
The Killers, Bright Eyes, Wolf Parade, 

The Temper Trap

tracks to download
“Cross re,” “Hard Enough”

for fans of
OneRepublic, Coldplay, Fort Minor

tracks to download
“Waiting for the End,” “Iridescent,” 

“The Catalyst”

for fans of
Grizzly Bear, The National

tracks to download
“Blue as Your Blood,” “Stranded,” 

While I Shovel the Snow”

ALBUM REVIEWS

Flamingo
Brandon Flowers

A Thousand Suns
Linkin Park

Lisbon
The Walkmen

Fans of  The Killers should start praying that the pop-rock 
band’s hiatus doesn’t last much longer. Otherwise, their lead 
singer, Brandon Flowers, might make another solo album. 
Instead of  holding fans over until the Killers’ next release, 
Flowers’ Vegas-themed debut, “Flamingo,” makes us miss his 
band and all of  its synthesized glory. A lot.

The only song that was worth playing on repeat was 
“Crossfire,” reminiscent of  the sweeping anthems of  “Sam’s 
Town.” The delicate guest vocals of  Jenny Lewis (of  Rilo 
Kiley) barely save the song “Hard Enough.” “Jilted Lovers 
& Broken Hearts” has a Mr. Brightside-esque punch to it, but 
even that isn’t enough to redeem the album.

On the whole, the album is bland and lacking, both in melody 
and lyrics. While it does have The Killers’ melodramatic flair, 
it’s missing the catchiness that keeps people listening. Packaged 
with unimaginative guitar and piano arrangements, Flowers’ 
lyrics about devils, angels, Vegas and lost loves squander any 
power they could have had. Becky Mak

An apocalyptic end is not just the subject of  
Linkin Park’s fourth studio album, “A Thousand 
Suns,” but also its result, pushing the band off  the 
rock stage forever. After their last release presented 
a questionable but substantial break from their old 
rap-rock style, Linkin Park hasn’t just taken a step 
backward with this release—they’ve tripped and 
fallen on their head. 

The band rarely touches on their once-great 
aptness for heavy guitars, yelling and angst-filled 
rapping. Lead singer Chester Bennington used to 
belt out powerful, melodic vocals, but now his 
voice only chants disgusting raps. It’s enough to 
sadden even a die-hard Linkin Park fan—if  there 
are any left. The album’s only redeeming quality 
is that it is at least trying to be creative. But of  
course, the band overdoes it. “A Thousand Suns” 
is experimental pop at its worst, and it isn’t worth 
the money. Andrew Scheinman

In “Lisbon,” The Walkmen embrace and celebrate the 
melancholy and longing that flowed throughout their 2008 
elegiac downer, “You & Me.” These NYC indie-rock veterans 
have always leaned toward the darker side, but “Lisbon” flirts 
with feelings of  happiness and contentment. Vocalist Hamilton 
Leithauser captures this mixture of  sentiments in the chorus of  
the horn-laden album standout “Stranded,” when he shouts, 
“I’m stranded, and I’m starry-eyed.” There’s a glimmer of  hope 
in even the most downcast tracks, whether it be the jangly guitar 
line of  “Woe Is Me” or the unexpected string section in “Blue 
As Your Blood.”

This would all seem terribly trite if  it weren’t for the masterful 
presence of  Leithauser, who manages to simultaneously play the 
roles of  mopey crooner and triumphant rabble-rouser. Leithauser 
is in a class of  his own, vocally. He wails like he’s exorcising 
the spirits of  Frank Sinatra and a young Elvis Presley from his 
vocal chords. When paired with the band’s dynamic, not-quite-
folk sound, this makes a particularly effective combination. The 
Walkmen let you have it both ways: you can fist-pump with one 
hand while wiping away tears with the other. Trey Weaver

DO YOU KNOW YOUR STATUS? 

Planned Parenthood is here for you with 
confidential, affordable STD testing. 

 800.230.7526 | www.plannedparenthood.org/stlouis

SPONSORED BY:

maniapuzzle

PUZZLE SECTION 
SPONSORSH IP
Get noticed in the banner that runs above 
the popular puzzle section of every issue.

FRONT PAGE STICKERS
Quickly grab the attention of readers 
with a take away message or offer that 
easily peels off of the front page.
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MAKE YOUR MESSAGE JUMP 
OFF THE PAGE WITH THESE 
CREATIVE OPTIONS

COLOR VS. BLACK & WHITE
Color offers an undeniable advantage by making 
ads 60% more noticeable.

all while wearing your flip flops!

Complete a cluster

Focus on a hard course

Put your prerequisites in order

Take a course in your major

Have fun with a ghost or  
vampire course

Check the Summer School website for full course listings and information.  

Registration begins March 25th!

summerschool.wustl.edu • 314.935.6700

And then head for the sun!

all while wearing your flip flops!

Complete a cluster

Focus on a hard course

Put your prerequisites in order

Take a course in your major

Have fun with a ghost or  
vampire course

Check the Summer School website for full course listings and information.  

Registration begins March 25th!

summerschool.wustl.edu • 314.935.6700

And then head for the sun!
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VISITOR’S GU IDE
New for 2012! Our Campus 

Visitor's Guide is strategically 
placed throughout campus to 
give visitors insight into the 
St. Louis area and all it has 

to offer. Published in January, 
this publication will have a year 

long shelf l ife, giving your ads 
extended exposure.

STOP EATING RAMEN
WASH U DINING GUIDE 2010

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage

PAID
Louisiana Mo

63353
Permit #11

VISITOR’S 
GUIDE
Brought to you By STUDEnT LIfE 
the independent newspaper of 
washington university in st. Louis
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          drink &  dine
[WEEKLY BAR AND RESTAURANT GUIDE]

6665 Delmar Blvd   |  www.gingerintheloop.com

new sushi bar!

lead by Chef Richard 
who has over 16 
years of experience 
as head chef!

free 
sushi 
DIY 
class

@ 5PM

Seats are limited.  
Call today to register!

Monday    
Tuesday  
Wednesday  

314.222.2588

open during normal restaurant hours

Food your grandmother 
would recognize.

g

7213 Delmar  Near Midland in U. City  Two blocks west 
of the Delmar Loop  Fifteen minute walk from main campus. 

3114.4.725.75755959

St. Louis Magazine
“Best Place to Brag About”
A-List July 2010

New York Times
“36 Hours in St. Louis”
July 2010

TUES-FRI: 7am-9pm, SAT: 8am-9pm, SUN: 8am-4pm

Food you

www.ciceros-stl.com

1
2
3

4
5
6

AWARD WINNING PIZZA, PASTA, SALADS AND SANDWICHES

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT LASAGNA & SALAD EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

LARGEST DRAFT BEER SELECTION IN ST. LOUIS

FULL MENU AVAILABLE LATE NIGHT
Mon-Sat: until 12:30 am, Sun: until 11pm

FREE BEER SCHOOL EVERY WEDNESDAY

LIVE MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

www.studlife.com/internship

scene
Kick off spring with some breezy rooftop bars

Now that the weather is finally warming up 
and the trees are no longer bare, it’s time to kick 
off  spring by checking out the best rooftop bars 
that the Lou has to offer.

Rooftop Terrace Bar
Moonrise Hotel
6177 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, MO, 63112

Located conveniently on the Delmar Loop, 
just minutes away from Wash. U., this fun and 
flirty atmosphere is the perfect destination 
for a spontaneous night with a small group 
of friends. The rooftop terrace is designed to 
make you feel cozy with colorful couches and 
heat lamps (which we hopefully won’t need 
anymore). There is a lively full-service bar 
with glowing fiber-optic blue lights that give 
it a retro feel. The bar features signature cock-
tails and popular appetizers. Plus, the terrace 
is open until 2 a.m. every night of the week! 
Although we have yet to try their grub, the 
buzz around town is that Moonrise’s toasted 
ravioli is better than Blue Hill’s. The hotel’s 
hip, galaxy-related motif is unlike that of any 
other hotel. Best of all, you can tell all of your 
friends that you sipped some cocktails under 
the world’s largest man-made moon. 

Cielo
Four Seasons Hotel 
999 N. Second St., St. Louis, MO, 63102

For the nights that you feel like being extra 
classy and splurging on expensive, but deli-
cious drinks, this is the place to go. Cielo 
features the most impressive view in all of St. 
Louis, with an expansive vista of the down-
town area and a direct view of the beautiful 
arch. The scene is a bit pretentious but perfect 
for a special occasion. The Rossini cocktail 
(prosecco mixed with fresh strawberries and 
raspberries) is very conducive to a celebration! 
The vibes are low-key and you won’t find the 
newest and coolest music here, but with the 
sophistication that Cielo offers, you won’t 
need it! 

Vin de Set
2017 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, MO 63103

This rooftop bar and bistro is located atop 
the restored Centennial Malt House on 
Chouteau Avenue. We’re calling this place 
one of the best spots for dining and viewing 
downtown St. Louis. The design resembles 
French architecture, featuring high ceilings, 
impressive arched windows and, of course, 
French doors. If  you decide to dine here, you 
will experience a nouveau American twist on 
French dishes. We recommend starting with 
the roasted eggplant flatbread followed by the 
traditional Steak & Frites main course and 
lastly order one of their savory crepe desserts. 
This cozy downtown bistro is a special find. 
With a perfect view of the Arch and delicious 
French cuisine, not to mention a full service 

bar with inviting service, what more could 
you want?

Vin de Set is perfect for a birthday celebra-
tion or a romantic evening for two, but all the 
goodness here means you must reserve a table 
for the rooftop in advance or be prepared to 
wait quite a while.

Tony’s On Top
132 N. Main St., St. Charles, MO, 63301

If you’re in the mood for an adventure and 
an easy (nice and straight) 35-minute drive, 
head down to Old St. Charles to check out 
a charming town filled with cobblestone 
streets, old ice cream parlors and one of  
our favorite daytime bars in Missouri. The 
live music is captivating and $5 pitchers are 
offered Sunday through Thursday from 4 to 7 

p.m. The exposed brick interior is rustic and 
comforting, and the outdoor gallery offers 
a wonderful view of old town Main Street. 
Despite the casual scene, the drink offers are 
impressive (we recommend their signature 
Bubbletini and White Chocolate Covered 
Cherry Martini for something new and excit-
ing). And if  you’re underage and just in the 
mood to “chill” and enjoy the beautiful spring 
weather, have no fear because Tony’s is also 
known for their delicious (and non-alcoholic) 
fruit smoothies!  

AMANDA AARON & JACLYN BILD
NIGHTLIFE COLUMNISTS

COURTESY OF MOONRISE HOTEL

People looking for a new perspective can enjoy a nice, sunny day and a view of the Delmar Loop from Rooftop Terrace Bar, located on 
the roof of the Moonrise Hotel. Patrons can enjoy signature cocktails and appetizers along with the comfortable decour.

Write to Amanda Aaron at 
AMANDA.AARON@STUDLIFE.COM

Write to Jaclyn Bird at 
JACLYN.BIRD@STUDLIFE.COM

DRINK & D INE
An easy, affordable way 
to advertise your weekly 
specials and entertainment 
acts in every Thursday issue 
of Student Life. Save over 
75% off of the one-time rate. 

STARTING LINE
Glossy cover magazine 
welcoming incoming freshmen 
and introducing them to 
Washington University and 
Saint Louis.  On stands and 
mailed home to freshmen, 
it’s a great way to introduce 
your establishment to new 
students and their parents.

DIN ING & 
ENTERTAINMENT 

GU IDE
Tabloid sized magazine inserted 
into the newspaper right before 

Parent’s Weekend in the fall .  
Students, faculty and staff are 
always looking for dining and 

entertainment ideas. 

FOCUS ONRESTAURANTS, BARS & 
ENTERTAINMENT VENUES
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YOUR TARGET HOUSING CLIENTS
With studying abroad, subleasing and varying 
lease months, students are always searching 
for housing options to meet their needs. 

MOVING

LINE
The housing Fair guide
February 10 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

2nd floor of DuC 

MOVING LINE
Glossy cover magazine that is a guide to off 
campus housing, a program for the Housing 
Fair and a listing for properties renting or 
sell ing to students, faculty and staff.

HOUSING FAIR
An on-campus event to showcase 

properties renting or sell ing to 
students, faculty and staff. 
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STARTING 
LINE*

BROADEN

DINING & 
ENTERTAINMENT GU IDE*

VISITOR’S 
GU IDE*

THE FIN ISH LINE 
Glossy cover keepsake magazine 

commemorating seniors.  On stands for 
days leading up to graduation, it ’s a great 
way to congratulate graduates and attract 

visitors to your business.
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STOP EATING RAMEN
WASH U DINING GUIDE 2010

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage

PAID
Louisiana Mo

63353
Permit #11

THE 
FINISH 
LINE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY STUDENT LIFE, 
THE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER OF 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS

COMMENCEMENT 2011

STAFF

PARENTS
FACULTY

KEY
These publications reach more 
than just students. The target 

colors indicate the multiple 
demographics for which each 

product is intended.

see descriptions on page 7

VISITOR’S 
GUIDE
Brought to you By STUDEnT LIfE 
the independent newspaper of 
washington university in st. Louis

*



ONLINE ED ITION: WWW.STUDLIFE.COM
studlife.com is the interactive online component of Student Life's print edition. 
Updated with late-breaking news, exclusive online content, photo galleries and more, 
studlife.com attracts students, faculty, staff and alumni. With just 15% of the traffic 
coming from Washington University, studlife.com reaches is a great way to reach 
parents and alumni. Availabil it y is limited, so make sure you reserve early!

YOUR REACH

SIZES
Banner Ad:  468x60 pixels
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  300x250 pixels: Box Ad
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WHAT MESSAGE ARE YOU 
COMMUNICATING TO YOUR AUDIENCE?

Offering special discounts to 
the WU community is great 
but make sure it’s an offer 
that’s going to encourage a 
response. The WU community 
is relatively affluent, so when 
offering a discount, make sure 
it’s large enough to motivate 
a response.

star t by asking yourself these basic questions:

1.WHAT SETS 
YOU APART 
FROM YOUR 
COMPETITORS?

Are you within walking distance to campus? 
Do you have the best pizza crust in town? 
Do you offer the fastest repairs at the most 
affordable cost? 
Are you open 24 hours? 
Do you have free wifi? 

2. WHAT IS YOUR 
GOAL; WHAT ARE 
YOU TRYING TO 
ACCOMPLISH?

MERCHANDISING VS. BRANDING

BRANDING
Build name awareness
Move products today and in the future

MERCHANDISING
Moving products today
Sale or Event
Showcase a product 

3. WHAT SPECIAL 
OFFERS DO 
YOU HAVE THAT 
WOULD APPEAL 
TO THE WASH. 
U. MARKET?



FREQUENCY
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To understand why advertising once or twice won’t work, think about how 
you interact with a newspaper.

Do you read the newspaper each and every day?  Do you read every article 
and ad in the newspaper?  Of the ads that you do notice, are you in the 
market for every product or service you see?  Lastly, do you act on every 
ad that interests you at that very moment (whether it’s visiting a business, 
making a phone call or checking out a website)?

Our readers are no different than you. While we have very high readership, 
not every student reads every edition of Student Life and not every student 
needs a product or service that’s advertised on any given day.

Only so many people want what an adver tiser has at one time.  
It must be in front of them all of the time so they remember 
the adver tiser when the need for their service arises. 

ADVERTISING ON CAMPUS 
INCREASES BRAND/COMPANY 
AWARENESS BY UP TO 

60% 

did you know:

THE IMPORTANCE OF 

a single ad more than 
likely will not work.

3 Run Discount
Run a QUARTER PAGE 
or larger ad in two 
consecutive issues and 
get the third ad free

Frequency offers you the best adver tising rates.

Business 
Advantage

50% discount off of the 
one time rates for 25 

consecutive ads
SOURCE: 2010 Alloy Media + Marketing College Explorer



1. Keep your ads simple and uncluttered.  
 Use white space.
2. Ads with 70% illustration or white space and 
 30% copy are the most effective. 
3. Use color for more impact. 
4. The best logo placement is at the bottom right or 
 bottom center of ad. You’re not sell ing your logo.
5. Include what sets you apart from your competitors.  
6. Mention sale prices. 
 Make sure they are enough to motivate a response.
7. Be clear; readers should be able to tell at a glance 
 what type of product or service is being offered.
8. Include your hours, location, contact info, website,
 facebook and twitter.

DESIGNTIPS

Friends of Jesus, a group performing 
gospel rock, standards with an edge 
and contemporary Christian music, will 
be in concert on the Washington  
University campus. 

Graham Chapel, 8–10 p.m. on  
Friday, February 29, 2008

Doors Open at 7:30 p.m.

Admission is $3

For more info call 314-249-5937  
or e-mail Vic@FriendsofJesus.us.   
Psalm 33:3.

hear  
this Candicci’s  

     Restaurant

All you can eat in Clayton  
$11.99 specials! 
Includes one bowl of salad  
and bread and butter.

Monday Special:  Pasta of any kind  
(except seafood)

Tuesday Special: Pizza of any kind

Wednesday Special: Toasted Ravioli

located at:16 S. Bemiston off of Forsyth, 63105★ (314) 256–1967

  S

IT

SLEEP.

SIT.

LOUNGE.

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE!
6254 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63130, P: 314.863.7709

www.pizzazzontheloop.com
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We offer design and photo services. Check out our work below!

all while wearing your flip flops!

Complete a cluster

Focus on a hard course

Put your prerequisites in order

Take a course in your major

Have fun with a ghost or  
vampire course

Check the Summer School website for full course listings and information.  

Registration begins March 25th!

summerschool.wustl.edu • 314.935.6700

And then head to the beach!





www.readallover.com
advertising@studlife.com

314.935.6713

interested?


